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SOME CONJECTURES ON ELLIPTIC CURVES
OVER CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS
BY

D. GOLDFELD AND C. VIOLA

Abstract. We give conjectures for the mean values of Hasse-Weil type ¿-functions over cyclotomic fields. In view of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures,
this translates to interesting arithmetic information.

1. In 1967 A. Weil [6] showed that if the Dirichlet series
oo

oo

L¿s) = 2 a(n)n-\

Lx(s, x) = L a(n)x(n)n~* (x mod a)

fl=I

M=l

satisfy the functional equations

(1)

WWßxYIWito - wMNßn)^ T(k- s)L¿k- s),

K| = 1,

(VNßxqy F(s)L1(s, x) = wx(^ÑI2%q)»->T(k- s) L¿k - s, %),
(2)

w = Wleiq) -^Xi-N),

rx = Z %ia)e2*ia/q,

T%

a=\

for "sufficiently many" a such that (a, tV) = 1 and all primitive characters x mod a,
where yVand k are positive integers and e is a primitive character mod N, then/(z) =
££Li a(n)e'll'inz is a modular form with multiplier e of weight k for the congruence

subgroup

r0(/V) = ¡(ac *) a,b,c,deZ,ad-

be = 1, c = 0 (mod N)\.

Our aim is to propose some conjectures on the asymptotic behaviour of the mean
value

S(X; h) =

£

p&X
í=l(«

ff

X mod Z)
X*=X0
Z'ítXo for r<A

Li(kß, X)

(h ^ 2 a fixed integer)

where the sum is restricted to primes p, and Xois the principal character mod p.
Let Lh(s, x) = ££Li a(nh)x(ri)n~s.If T,i(j) satisfies (1) and (2), then we propose the

following
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Main Conjecture. For h = 2 (x2 = Xo,x ¿ Xo,x modp):

S(JT;2) =.£li(*/2,z)
S 7,^/2, x)
p&x
psx

r(k/2)

For h > 2:

S(Y- M~V

l+<.wie(P)VM

S{X' H) kx
/Sl(«

T(kl2)*™

•"¿/ ST! rW2+z^h)(^¿pf™*H(z)W*~- ic> °).
wnere

#(*) = ¿^
M=l

+ L*vW2 + z>>Xo)2"

The integrals in the above conjecture can be easily evaluated asymptotically by
shifting the line of integration and computing the residues at z = 0. If we assume
that L±(s) has an Euler product of the form

o)

Lap)
= n (i- ^f)"1 •n (i- -ifr (i- if r,
ÍIN \

/7s

/

pIN \

ps I

\

p5 )

with \fp\2 = /7*_1(see [1]), then we have the following
Proposition.

Assuming the Main Conjecture and the Euler product (3), it follows

that

(i)

s(X;2)~ ^Jl(i-/>-)->• </,/>•-sfy.

where

</./>-ffI£«(»)<
affina

V*-2<7xi/v

r0wví7

¿y ine Petersson inner product off with itself;

(ii) Tor A > 2,

In the case that the weight fc is 2, that (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied and the a(n)
are rational, it is known (see [4, Theorems 7.14, 7.15]) that Li(s) is the Hasse-Weil
L-function of some elliptic curve E, and</,/>can always be expressed as the product
of an algebraic number, a power of it, and the two periods of E. For example (see
[5]), when k = 2, N = 11 there is a unique cusp form of weight 2 :
oo

oo

f(z) = e2"» II (1 - e2*'"*)2FIOB=l

CO

e2"nz)2= S a(n)e2"'"',

B=l
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and LiC?) = Le(s) = ££Li a(n)n~s is the Hasse-Weil 7,-function of the elliptic curve
E: y2 + y = x3 — x2. For this curve, our conjectures take the following form :

S(X;2)~^-a+Ù5it

log X '

S(X;h) ~ 2(-Q^Y(A)/2 ^y"
\ it J
(iç>(h)V-

(A>2).

Here Û+ = 0.6346047• • • and Or = 1.4588166• • • are the real period and the
absolute value of the imaginary period of E, respectively.
Now let p be an odd prime. The Hasse-Weil 7,-function of E over the cyclotomic

field Q( X/~l)is given by
£q(vT)\/íis) = X mod
n p Le(s, x).
It is reasonable to expect that the average value (as p varies) is given by

average value of LQ(rr)v£(1) ~ T^-^Q+Q--

Il

Äo+0-logpf*
x %

h>2

4MWh)Y-

Sharper forms of part (ii) of the Proposition can be derived on assuming the analytic
continuation of Lh(s) for h > 2. Then there will be extra terms involving lower powers
of log X, whose coefficients are expressible in terms of the special values of Lh(s),
some of which can be given by the conjectures of Deligne [2].

2. In order to lend credence to our Main Conjecture, we give the following arguments. Firstly, the conjecture for S(X; 2) has already been dealt with in [3]. We therefore consider S(X; h) for h > 2. For any prime p = 1 (mod n) there are <j>(h)
characters
mod p of exact order h, and moreover these characters are all primitive. It follows by

(2) that, for p / N,

W = W(p, h) = W w=
X mod p

X

(wl£(p))*(A)

where n ' means that the product is taken over all characters of exact order h, which
we denote by Xl, ..., Xl¡>M.By Lavrik's method (see [3]), we have

W'LAjcß,x) = r^yW

L • • • 2 a("i) • • • «(»*<«)
Zi(»i)
••• Zí(»>(»í(»))(»i ••• «#(*))~*/2

(4)

•¿í;:::(^-)(^)')""(".
••■«,«)-f.
Now, summing over p should give a lot of cancellation except for those ç5(n)-tuples
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(»l, ••-,"#(*)) for which

<m
n XÀn.)
=1

(5)

for all p Kn¿ (i = 1, ..., <p(h)).We can arrange the characters so that Xi = X¿(h)-i+i.

It follows that
Z.(".)%?i(A)-i+l(^(Ä)-.+l)

= l

whenever n, = n(6(A)_,+1
andp J n¡. Also x,{n¡) = 1 whenever n¡ = m) is an nth-power
and/7|7n,. Combinations of these two cases are the only ways in which the aforementioned tuples can be constructed. Hence, every tuple (nl5 ..., n¿(A)) satisfying (5) is
given as follows. Let 0 ^ r ^ \ <j>(h);choose an r-tuple (ilt...,ir)
with 1 ^ ^ <

< ir ^ %<fAh).Put n¿. = n^(h)_ij+l(j = 1, ..., r). Also let «,- = /ttJ be a perfect
nth-power for / ^ fy, í # 0(/z) - i¿ + I (j = I, ..., r). Since there are exactly
(i*(«/2)such /-tuples, it is reasonable to expect that, after summing (4) over primes
p = 1 (mod h), S(X; h) should be given asymptotically as

s(x-h)~

s
l + w *r2(Wh))
kx
rikßy™
P=l(h)
2iti3
^Zttr+'W-W"
/ » a(n)2Xo(n)\r/^
a(m*)y,0(m)y»»-2r
" [&
n*+2* / vj^ m*<*'2+" )

{ + W j_ f^/r/A+zYv^„YY<A)
= M IXW« 27r/Jc-,oo^\2+ZA 2itP))
P=Kh)

_dz_
z

H(zyau2dz_
"K)
z'

In order to derive the Proposition from the Main Conjecture, note that the RankinSelberg 7,-function JJ^i

|a(n)|2«_s has a simple pole at s = k with residue

48tt
TV

no +/T1)-1- </,/>.

¿|AT

If 7,i(s) satisfies (3), then the coefficients a(n) are real, and Wic^/»)= ± 1. Also, Lh(s)
is regular for Re(s) > I + h(k — l)/2. Hence, for h > 2, H(z) is regular for Re(z) >
\ — \ except for a simple pole at z = 0, with residue
TV

¿lAf

Shifting the line of integration to c = jL-i
+ £(0 <£<£-£)
and using standard
estimates for the growth of the Rankin-Selberg L-function, the proposition follows
on computing the main term of the residue and applying the prime number theorem
for arithmetic progressions.
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